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Abstract: Prediction for Intensive Care Unit (ICU) readmission is conducive to assisting doctors to1

make clinical decisions and reducing the risk of relapse after discharge. Recently, ICU readmission2

prediction task has been address by multiple prediction sub-tasks which are related to each other3

and reflect the patient’s ICU readmission risk in different time periods. However, these existing4

approaches train each sub-task independently, which prevents the models from using complemen-5

tary information between these sub-tasks to improve prediction performance. In this paper, we6

propose correlation enhanced Multi-task learning with Pearson and RNN-based Neural Ordinary7

Differential Equations Model (MP-ROM). In order to enhance the learning of general features8

and avoid the local optima in single-task training, we construct the Shared-Bottom structure of9

multi-task learning, which enables multiple tasks to share model structure and parameters. To10

this end, we add the task correlation score, which is calculated by Pearson correlation calculation,11

in the Shared-Bottom structure to make advantage of the association between sub-tasks. We also12

conduct extensive experiments on MIMIC-III dataset, and the experimental results show that13

our proposed MP-ROM achieves the highest average precision, which demonstrates that the14

proposed Shared-Bottom structure to enhance task association can further improve the predictive15

performance of ICU readmission risk prediction.16

Keywords: Machine Learning, Multi-task Learning, Electronic Health Record, ICU Readmission17

Prediction18

1. Introduction

With the outbreak of COVID-19 in 2019, the patients with critical conditions have
increased rapidly to admit to ICU which aggravates the medical resource shortage.
The health of these patients would be getting worse and worse if they admitted to
ICU multiple times within a short period. It is necessary to predict the risk of ICU
readmission in advance [1] and assist doctors to provide early intervention for patients,
which can relieve the shortage of medical resources and improve patients’ wellbeing.
Recently, with the continuous development of medical informatization, a large amount
of patient data, such as Electronic Health Record (EHR) [2], has been generated [3,4]. In
EHR, a large number of patient data from ICU contains valuable information for ICU
readmission prediction [5], which has been a hot research topic [6,7].

With the widespread application of machine learning (ML) and the development of
the clinical prediction research, ML-based models have become a new clinical research
trend, including k-nearest neighbor (K-NN)[8], multi-layer perceptron[9], support vector
machine (SVM)[10], random forest (RF)[7,11,12], decision tree (DT)[13] and artificial
neural network (ANN)[14]. As a branch of ML, the deep learning (DL) based method has
attracted great attention due to its end-to-end characteristics. DL-based methods such
as long short-term memory (LSTM)[15], convolutional neural networks (CNN)[16,17],
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and trajectory-based deep learning (TADEL)[18] have been successfully applied to the
prediction of readmission and have achieved good prediction results.

In deep learning based readmission prediction tasks, most clinical data are com-
posed of sequential data. The memory capacity of recurrent neural networks (RNN)
gives it an advantage in processing sequence data[20], which makes RNN widely used
in readmission prediction[19]. However, there are lots of time sequential data sampled
at irregular time intervals, such as diagnosis and procedure codes, which can not be
processed by RNN. In order to solve this problem, Barbieri et al. propose to use neural
ordinary differential equations (ODE) to process time sequential data on the basis of
RNN to obtain continuous patient treatment process representation[21], and achieve
better ICU readmission prediction results. It only predicts the risk of ICU readmission
within a fixed period of time. For example, in the 30-day ICU readmission study, patients
who re-enter the ICU 5 days or 20 days after leaving the ICU ward will be regarded as a
positive sample. These two situations (ICU readmit within 5 or 20 days) show that the
urgency of readmission in different periods has predictive value, while merely predicting
the urgency of readmission risk within 30 days fails to reflect the ICU readmission risk
in a shorter period of time (such as 5 days) satisfactorily. In order to analyze the risk of
readmission in different time periods, Denise et al. predicted the risk of readmission in
two time periods (15 and 30 days)[22,23]. However, there is complementary information
between the ICU readmission prediction tasks in the two time periods in this study,
including task-related parts that can help to learn common feature representations and
task-related parts that help to escape from local optima [24,25]. Independently training
each task prevents the model from using the complementary information to improve
prediction performance.

To make better use of the complementary information between ICU readmission
sub-tasks to improve prediction performance, we propose a multi-task learning based
model shared bottom components to simultaneously learn multiple ICU readmission
sub-tasks in different time periods. Specifically, the model shares the ODE-based RNN
module to learn multiple prediction tasks at the same time, and employs the dynamic
weighting method to optimize the training loss of the multi-task learning model[26,27].
To explore the relationship between multiple tasks to strengthen the task relationship
in order to improve the prediction effect of the model, we introduce a task correlation
approach, which is inspired by Pearson correlation coefficient used to reflect the simi-
larity between two variables. It is suitable for calculation of binary similarity, such as
calculating the similarity between labels of binary classification tasks, and can be used
to quantify the degree of similarity between tasks correlation[28]. However, compared
with the existing method that simply uses task correlation as an indicator of task re-
lationship, we propose to integrate task correlation as additional hidden information
into the multi-task learning model to improve model performance. Thus, out proposed
model exploit the task relevance score represented by the Pearson correlation coefficient
and the output information of the model sharing layer fused in the shallow layer of the
model as a supplement of additional information.

The overall structure of the model is the multi-task learning shared bottom structure,
which internally shares the RNN module based on neural ODE. The model allows the
interaction of relevant parts between sub-tasks, which strengthens the learning of general
feature representation and the interaction of irrelevant parts between tasks to avoid the
local optima. The loss function of the model is dynamically weighted and optimized,
which allows the neural network to adjust the weight of the loss of different tasks
according to different task learning stages, learning difficulties and learning effects
during training, optimize the dynamic weighting module of the model training rate, and
improve the prediction performance. The task relevance score represented by the Pearson
correlation coefficient added to the model is used as additional information to strengthen
the relevance between tasks and improve the predictive ability of the underlying sharing
model. We conducted experiments on the public Medical Information Mart Critical Care
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III (MIMIC-III)[29] dataset and compared with other multi-task learning models. The
results show that the proposed model outperforms the baseline models on the prediction
of ICU readmission. Our main contributions are summarized as follows:

• We propose a method to use quantitative task relevance scores as additional in-
formation to strengthen the inter-task relevance in the multi-task learning model.
The method calculates the Pearson correlation coefficient between the 30-day pre-
diction task and other prediction subtasks as a quantitative task relevance score,
and then uses the relevance score as hidden information to merge with the output
of the model sharing layer at a shallow level to improve the correlation between
prediction tasks.

• We propose MP-ROM, which is a multi-task learning model that integrates task
relevance. The RNN module based on neural ODE is shared at the bottom of
the model, and the training loss of multiple tasks is dynamically weighted and
optimized.

• Extensive experiments on real data prove that our proposed model can more
accurately predict the patient’s future ICU readmission risk compared with other
multi-task learning models.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 includes related work. In Section 3, the
details of our model are explained. Next, in Section 4, we demonstrate the experimental
results conducted on real data set. Finally, we summarize our work in Section 5.

2. Related work

In this section, we review the related work about clinical prediction research based
on EHR and deep learning. And construction and optimization for multi-task learning
and feature correlation calculation method researches are also reviewed.

2.1. Clinical prediction research based on EHR data and deep learning

Using EHR to clinical prediction is significant and difficult target with deep learning,
which is limited by imbalance or incomplete data. Cho, K. et al. used recurrent neural
network to process time sequence data in EHR[30], while the use of recurrent layers
is associated with several drawbacks: interpretation of results is hampered by outputs
being a nonlinear combination of current input and current memory state; lack of
set-invariance[31]; and long training times due to difficulties in parallelizing these
sequential algorithms. Choi, E. et al. proposed neural networks relying entirely on
attention mechanisms as an alternative to overcome the limitations of recurrent neural
networks[2], with improved accuracy when used for risk predictions. However, both
of these model were not suitable to process time sequences sampled at irregular time
intervals, such as the diagnosis and procedure codes contained in EHR.

When addressing this issue, a wide variety of approaches have been proposed. Choi
et al. proposed simply adding or appending time-related information to the numerical
vectors (“embeddings”) used to represent timestamped codes[2]. Mozer et al. proposed
modify the internal workings of recurrent cells using exponential time-decay functions.
Chen et al. proposed neural ODE to describe how the embedding of a medical code
changes over time[32]: codes related to a chronic condition, such as diabetes, will often
maintain their relevance over years, whereas others may quickly become unimportant
for prediction purposes. In the current study of ICU readmission, some studies used
ODE to construct the patient dynamic process curve and obtain a robust representation
of the patient treatment process[33].

2.2. Construction and optimization for multi-task learning

The Shared-Bottom mechanism (hard parameter sharing) is easy to implement and
can effectively reduce model overfitting[34], but only provides security for closely related
tasks. In order to construct a multi-task learning model for highly correlated prediction
tasks, existing studies often use the Shared-Bottom model of multi-task learning: the
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hidden layer close to the input layer is shared as a whole, and the output result f(x) of
the hidden layer is shared and input into their respective sub-networks, and finally each
task gets one output[35]. Meyerson et al. proposed a soft sharing mechanism that allows
each task to independently learn a network, but the network of each task can access
the information in the corresponding network of other tasks[36]. Ruder et al. designed
the model to do simple tasks at the lower level of the network and difficult tasks at the
higher level to build a layered shared structure that relied on expert experience[37]. The
MMoE sharing method[28] proposed by Jiaqi Ma et al. means that the bottom layer
contains multiple Experts, and then based on the gating mechanism, different tasks will
filter the output of different experts. On the basis of MMoE, Tang et al. proposed a
Progressive Layered Extraction multi-task learning model[38], in which each task has
an independent Expert while maintaining a shared Expert. At the same time, they also
designed an asymmetric shared multi-tasking framework, in which the bottom modules
of different tasks have their own corresponding output, but the output of some tasks
will be used by other tasks, while some tasks will use their own unique output. Which
part of the task uses the output of other tasks needs to be manually specified

Existing studies have found that the optimization of multi-task learning loss is also
very important to improve model performance[27]. Different tasks have different degrees
of difficulty in learning; and different tasks may be in different learning stages. Chen et al.
proposed two types of Loss optimization[26], namely Label Loss and Gradient Loss. The
optimization of Label Loss is dynamically weighted, which can be adjusted according
to the learning stage of different tasks, the difficulty of learning, and even the learning
effect. The w weight that changes in each batch is multiplied by the loss calculated by the
real data label and network prediction label of each task. This is achieved by weighted
summation of loss of different tasks.

2.3. Feature correlation calculation method

In machine learning, correlation calculation methods can be used to calculate
the similarity degree between features and categories, so as to judge whether the ex-
tracted features and categories are positively correlated, negatively correlated or not
correlated[39]. In current studies, Mu et al. used Pearson correlation coefficient as a
new measure of feature quality to determine the optimal splitting attribute and splitting
point in decision tree growth[40]. Y Lu et al. started from a thin network and gradually
enlarged it, selectively shared tasks, and mined the correlation between those tasks
(Pearson correlation coefficient) for sharing segmentation[41]. Spearman’s correlation
coefficient and Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient are both rank correlation coefficients
and statistical analysis indexes reflecting the degree of rank correlation[42]. In contrast,
Pearson is a statistic used to reflect the similarity degree between bivariate variables[43].
In this study, the task labels we need to calculate are applicable to bivariate similarity
calculation, so Pearson correlation coefficient calculation method is adopted to obtain
the task correlation score.

3. Method

In this study, we propose an MP-ROM model using Pearson correlation to calculate
multi-task correlation scores and RNN based Odes to predict the risk of ICU readmission
at 5, 10, 15, and 30 days. The overall structure of the model is shown in Figure 1. There
are three layers in the MP-ROM model, which are shared layer, fusion layer and output
layer. Static data, dynamic data processed by ODE-based RNN in shared layer and
task correlation obtained by label data processed by Pearson correlation calculation
are integrated in fusion layer. In output layer, dynamic weighting of loss function is
used for training optimization. Finally, four ICU readmission sub-tasks at 5, 10, 15 and
30 days are predicted. In MP-ROM, the ROM part uses this part to form the bottom
shared part of multi-task learning, and obtains continuous representation of patient
treatment process through neural ordinary differential equations to improve the accuracy
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Figure 1. The structure diagram of MP-ROM model.

Algorithm 1 The MP-ROM model

Randomly initialize diagnoses and procedures, medications and vital signs, and related time information embedding
matrix DP, CP;
repeat

for visit vt in X do
Update DP, CP with ODE function (see Section 3.2);
Calculate the task correlation score P ma P (see Section 3.3);
Fusion state information, DP, CP and P;
Make prediction y^t using Softmax function;

end for
Calculate the prediction loss L (see Section 3.5);
Update parameters according to the gradient of L;

until convergence

of model prediction. In the MP part, Pearson correlation coefficient is used to calculate
the similarity between the 5, 10 and 15 tasks and the 30-day prediction task labels to
obtain the task similarity score, and then the similarity score is respectively fused with
the ODE&RNN part. In this section, we will describe each part of the model in detail.
Algorithm 1 describes the overall training process of the proposed MP-ROM.

Deep neural network structure is used to predict the risk of patient readmission to
ICU. All task models share a similar structure at the bottom: the ODE module calculates
dynamic data scores related to diagnostic codes, medication codes and vital signs
codes; the task correlation score calculated by Pearson correlation coefficient needs to be
associated with the bottom static variables and ODE&RNN parts respectively according
to the prediction task. These data need to be correlated to the “Logistic regression layer”
(i.e., the fully connected layer with sigmoid activation function). More information about
each network component is reported in the following sections.
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3.1. Multi-task learning framework

Compared with soft sharing and AS sharing mechanism, this study used the Shared-
Bottom model which is more suitable for that the correlation among four prediction tasks
is very strong. The model is fully shared in the ODE&RNN part, and task relevance is
integrated in the fusion part. After layer of logistic regression, the training loss function
is dynamically weighted and the prediction result of each prediction task is obtained.

3.2. ODE-based RNN layer

There are a large volume of irregular sampling to obtain patient-related time in-
formation, including diagnostic and procedural codes, as well as medication and vital
sign codes, which are mapped to the corresponding “embeddings”. Diagnoses & proce-
dures and medication & vital signs are processed separately, as they are measured on
different time scales[19]. It is difficult for such information to be directly applied to the
neural network, so we use the neural ordinary differential equation model proposed
by Chen[32], which is very attractive to the processing of time sequences. In ODEs, the
continuously defined dynamic information can be naturally incorporated into any data
arriving at any given time[21]. So, we calculate the time-aware code embedded in the
ODE dynamic simulation, and neural nodes are used to simulate the dynamic process
of embedding. To make better use of the data’s timestamp information and be able to
make predictions at any point in time, the neural ODE models the time sequences as a
continuous trajectory of change. Each trajectory is determined by the local initial state
St0 and the potential dynamic global set shared by all time sequences. Given observation
t0, t1, ..., tn and initial state St0 , an ODE solver produces St1 , ..., Stn , which describe the
latent state at each observation. We define this generative model formally through a
sampling procedure:

st0 ∼ p(st0)

st1 , st2 , ..., stN = ODESlove(st0 , f , θ f , t0, ..., tN)

eachxti ∼ p(x|sti , θx) (1)

Function f is a time-invariant function that takes the value s at the current time
step and outputs the gradient: ∂s(t))/∂t = f (s(t), θ f ). This function is parametrized
using a neural network. Because f is time-invariant, given any latent state s(t), the entire
latent trajectory is uniquely defined. Extrapolating this latent trajectory lets us make
predictions arbitrarily far forwards or backwards in time.

In MP-ROM, we, using adjunction sensitivity to calculate gradients, treat the ODE
approximately as a black box layer to process an irregularly sampled time sequences in
the data. The adjunction sensitivity method, applicable to all ODE solvers, calculates
the gradient by solving backward the second step of the augmented ODE which scales
linearly with problem size, having lower storage costs and explicitly limiting numerical
errors. After the ODE layer processes the time information, the processed information is
passed to the RNN layer for further processing. Bidirectional RNN is used to overcome
the drawback that the prediction accuracy decreases with the increase of sequence length,
and to deal with the gradient disappearance.

3.3. Task relevance score calculation

In this study, the task labels we need to calculate are suitable for binary similarity
calculation, so Pearson correlation coefficient calculation method is adopted to obtain
the task correlation score.

Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated by the labels in each batch in the
training task, and the calculation formula is as follows:
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ρX,Y =
∑ XY− ∑ X ∑ Y

N√
(∑ X2 − (∑ X)2

N )(∑ Y2 − (∑ Y)2

N )
(2)

Among them, X and Y are the sample points of variables. In this study, X and Y are
the prediction task labels divided at different times, and all calculated ratios are based
on 30 days.

3.4. Logistic regression

The computed diagnoses & procedures and medications & vital signs scores are
concatenated to the vector of static variables and passed to a fully connected layer with
a sigmoid activation function. The output of the network corresponds to the risk of
readmission to the ICU within 5-days, 10-days, 15-days and 30-days from discharge.

3.5. Objective fuction

The objective function guides the network parameter learning and representation
learning through the back propagation between the predicted results of samples and the
errors generated by real markers.

3.5.1. BCEWithLogitsLoss

In our experiment, we use the following BCEWithLogitsLoss function to calculate
the predicted loss of the model:

l(x, y) = L = {l1, ..., lN}T (3)

where x represents the input and y represents the target label.

ln = −ωn[yn · log(σ(xn)) + (1− yn) ∗ log(1− σ(xn))] (4)

where ω is the weight of the item. Compared with Sigmoid with BCELoss, this loss
function uses log-sum-exp trik, getting better numerical calculation stability.

3.5.2. Loss function weighting

Based on the design of single-task loss function, we dynamically weighted the loss
function during the reverse propagation of fusion loss, so that the loss of each task could
be adjusted according to the learning stage of different tasks, the difficulty of learning,
and even the learning effect. The calculated loss of the real data label and network
prediction label of each task is determined by the nature of the learning task, which is
realized by weighted sum of the loss of different tasks:

L = ∑
i

ωi(t) ∗ Li (5)

4. Experiment

In this section, we performed several comparative experiments on mimic-III data
sets of large public health electronic medical records to evaluate the performance of the
proposed MP-ROM in predicting ICU readmission. This part includes three parts: data
description, experimental design, results and discussion.

4.1. Data Description
4.1.1. Dataset

The algorithm was evaluated on publicly available MIMIC-III data set1 (no ethical
approval is required). The data set included unidentified health data for 61,532 intensive

1 https://mimic.physionet.org/
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care units and 46,476 intensive care patients at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center
in Boston, Massachusetts, between 2001 and 2012. In our experiment, the supervised
learning tasks consist of predicting whether the patient will be readmitted to the ICU
within 5, 10, 15 and 30 days from discharge for a given ICU stay. Patients were excluded
if they died during the ICU stay, or were not adults at the time of discharge, or died
within 5, 10, 15 and 30 days from discharge without being readmitted to the ICU. The
final data set comprised of 13,383 ICU stays, labelled as either positive (N= 10,775, 9,738,
9,091, 7,888) or negative (N= 10,775, 9,738, 9,091, 7,888) depending on whether a patient
did or did not experience readmission within 5, 10, 15 and 30 days from discharge. To
develop and evaluate algorithms, patients were randomly subdivided into training and
validation (90%) and test sets (10%). This segmentation is based on patient identification
not on ICU admission identification, to prevent information leakage between data sets.

4.1.2. Data Pre-processing

The data of a patient can be represented as a set of significant static variables and
timestamped codes. In our research, static variables included the patient’s gender, age,
ethnicity, insurance type, marital status, the previous location of the patient prior to
arriving at the ICU, and whether the patient was admitted for elective surgery. Both
length of ICU stay and length of hospital stay prior to ICU admission were recorded.
An additional static variable was given by the number of ICU admissions in the year
preceding the considered index ICU stay. Data types of timestamped codes included
international classification of diseases and related health problems (ICD-9) diagnoses
and procedures codes, prescribed medications and patient vital signs. Overall, the
models were trained using 21 static variables, 992 unique ICD-9 diagnostic codes, 298
unique ICD-9 program codes, 586 unique medication therapy codes, and 32 codes
related to vital signs. The insertion size was 12 for diagnosis and treatment and 10
for medication and vital signs. The record for each patient contained up to 552 ICD-9
diagnose/procedure codes, as well as 392 medications and vital signs codes related to
the current ICU admission.

4.2. Experiment Setup

We wanted to determine whether the model will perform good or poorly for ICU
readmission within different time points. To do so, we designed some experiments
to verify the predictive effect of the model on readmission by compare with baseline
models.

4.2.1. Normal Baseline Models

To verify the predictive performance of the proposed MP-ROM, we compared it
with the following three methods:

- M-ROM+: Multi-task learning Shared-Bottom model (Loss dynamic weighting).
- M-ROM: Multi-task learning Shared-Bottom model.
- ROM: Single task model.

4.2.2. Multi-task Shared Baseline Models

To verify the Shared-Bottom structure of the proposed MP-ROM is more suitable
for these prediction tasks, we compare it with the following three models:

- MMoE: Filter shared features of tasks through double-layer gating mechanism[28].
- PLE: Progressive Layered Extraction considers interactions between different

Experts, which is a combination of Customized Sharing and multi-level MMoE[38].
- AS: Uneven Sharing, using 30-day predictive task results as additional information

for other predictive tasks.
The shared structure of the three models is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The structure of the three models.

4.2.3. Model Ablation Study Design

In order to verify the influence of each part of the model on the prediction of the
model, we deal with the structure of different modules of the model. For dynamic data of
diagnosis, prescription and event information sequences, ordinary differential equation
can effectively improve the accuracy of the model. For task correlation processing, the
task correlation score obtained by Pearson correlation calculation can effectively improve
the accuracy of each task prediction module in the upper layer of the model. In order to
verify the results of model ablation, our experiment uses Pearson correlation score and
neural ordinary differential equations respectively to predict on the basis of multi-task
framework.

- MP-ROM: The model proposed in this study.
- M-ROM: The fusion part of task relevance score was removed from this research

model.
- M-RNN: The fusion part of ODE and task relevance score is removed in this

research model.
We change the model combination to prove that the use of each part of the model

structure has a good effect on improving the prediction accuracy.

4.2.4. Data Ablation Study Design

In order to obtain the results of data ablation, the model dealt with the detailed
structure of different types of data. For dynamic data of diagnosis, prescription infor-
mation sequence and event information sequence, ordinary differential equation could
effectively improve the accuracy of the model. To validate the results of data ablation, our
experiment used static data, dynamic data and graph attention information constructed
using diagnostic code, which in turn contained sequences of diagnostic information and
program code, as well as sequences of prescription information and event information.

- MP-ROM: using all data to predict, including static information, diagnoses &
procedures information and medication & vital sign scores information.

- SD: using static information and diagnoses & procedures information to predict.
- SC: using static information and medication & vital sign scores information to

predict.
- STAT: using static information to predict.
We changed the data combination to prove that the use of each part of information

has a good effect on improving the prediction accuracy.
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4.2.5. Validation Tasks

The task we selected to evaluate the performance of our proposed model was to
predict ICU readmission.

ICU readmission is an indicator of the quality of care. We predicted unplanned
admissions within 5, 10, 15 or 30 days following a discharge from an indexed visit. A
visit is considered as a readmission if admission date is within 5, 10, 15 or 30 days after
discharge of an eligible indexed visit.

4.2.6. Evaluation metrics

The five evaluation metrics used are:
- Average precision: is computed by the area under the two-dimensional curve of

precision and recall
- AUROC: Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve
- F1: uses a harmonic average combined with recall rate and accuracy
- Sensitivity: is computed by maximising Youden’s J statistic[44].
- Specificity: is computed by maximising Youden’s J statistic.
Average precision may reflect algorithmic performance on imbalanced data sets bet-

ter than on AUROC as it does not reward true negatives[45]. The F1-Score is maximised
over different threshold values on risk predictions. Average Precision(AP), F1-Score,
sensitivity (TPR) and specificity (TNR) performance metrics are used to test the accuracy
of the methods. We can describe precision, F1, sensitivity and specificity as:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(6)

F1 =
2TP

2TP + FP + FN
(7)

TPR =
TP

TP + FN
(8)

TNR =
TN

FP + TN
(9)

where true positive, positive, true negative, false positive and false negative are
denoted as TP, TN, FP and FN respectively.

4.2.7. Implementation

To compare several neural network architecture’s classification accuracy in training,
the maximum likelihood estimation of network parameters were obtained using log-loss
cost function in the training data. The RNN and graph attention layer were embedded
by dropout of 0.5, and the Adam optimizer with random gradient descent was used
(batch size was 128 and the learning rate was 0.001)[46]. Considering the imbalance
between classes, the proportionally increased misclassification overhead was allocated
to fewer classes[47]. The training ended after 80 epochs because the over-fitting of the
training data became apparent, with the additional training of epochs (based on the
average accuracy of the validation data).

4.3. Results and Discussion
4.3.1. Overall Performance

Table 1 reports the average accuracy, AUROC, F1-SCORE, sensitivity and specificity
of single-task, multi-task, multi-task loss optimization and our proposed model for the
30-day prediction task. The average precision of multi-task learning model is 0.647,
which is 1.1% higher than that of single-task model. However, under the multi-task
framework, the generalization ability of the model was improved, and the overall
sensitivity was decreased, and the AUROC and F1 scores were slightly decreased by
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Table 1. Summary statistics for the different baseline algorithms used to predict readmission within 30 days of discharge from the
intensive care unit.

ROM M-ROM M-ROM+ MP-ROM

Average Precision 0.638 0.647 0.661 0.666
AUROC 0.715 0.713 0.723 0.726

F1 0.627 0.625 0.628 0.635
Sensitivity 0.62 0.582 0.534 0.588
Specificity 0.72 0.765 0.82 0.77

Figure 3. 5-days, 10-days, 15-days and 30-days tasks prediction results of baseline models.

0.2%, respectively. The negative effect of sensitivity on the model was reduced due to
a good increase in specificity of 4.5%. Overall, the prediction accuracy of multi-task
is slightly better than that of single-task model. Compared with the multi-task loss
dynamic weighting model, the specificity of the multi-task loss dynamic weighting
model was significantly improved, reaching 0.82, which weakened the negative effect of
the sensitivity decreased by 4.8% under the influence of weighting, resulting in better
improvement of the average precision and AUROC after optimization, which increased
by 1.4% and 1% respectively. It can be concluded that the prediction accuracy of dynamic
weight of multi-task loss is obviously higher than that of multi-task learning model.
Compared with the multi-task loss dynamic weighting and the proposed model in this
study, the average precision of the proposed model in this study is 0.666 and AUROC
is highest at 0.726, while F1 had the highest score of 0.735. The sensitivity of the model
was 5.4 % higher than that of the multi-task model with loss optimization. In general,
the prediction accuracy of the proposed model is significantly better than that of the
multi-task loss dynamic weighting model.
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Table 2. Summary statistics for the different multi-task algorithms used to predict readmission within 30 days of discharge from the
intensive care unit.

MMoE PLE AS MP-ROM

Average Precision 0.653 0.653 0.662 0.666
AUROC 0.719 0.725 0.724 0.726

F1 0.63 0.631 0.629 0.635
Sensitivity 0.552 0.607 0.565 0.588
Specificity 0.794 0.736 0.785 0.77

Figure 4. 5-days, 10-days 15-days and 30-days tasks prediction results of multi-task baseline models.

Figure 3 shows the variation trend of average accuracy, sensitivity and specificity
of single-task, multi-task, multi-task loss optimization and our proposed model in the
prediction tasks of 5, 10, 15 and 30 days. It can be seen that in different prediction tasks,
the three evaluation indicators of the model have similar characteristics. The average
accuracy of our model is better than the baseline model in all tasks. The specificity
is better than the sensitivity in the comparison of different improved models, which
is conducive to the tendency of more specificity’s improvement in clinical prediction.
Under the 30-day prediction task, the sensitivity and specificity of our model fluctuates
greatly compared with the baseline model. This is because the large increase in the
proportion of positive labels causes a decrease in the accuracy of positive judgments and
an increase in the accuracy of negative judgments.

4.3.2. Multi-task Model Comparison Results

Figure 4 shows the variation trend of the average precision, sensitivity and speci-
ficity results of MMoE, PLE, AS models and of our proposed models in the 5, 10, 15
and 30-day prediction tasks. It can be seen that among different prediction tasks, the
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Table 3. 5, 10, 15, 30 days prediction task model ablation model and proposed model comparison.

Algorithm Task AP AUROC F1

M-RNN 0.347 0.673 0.404
M-ROM 0.374 0.719 0.458

MP-ROM

5-days
prediction

task 0.405 0.737 0.463
M-RNN 0.473 0.688 0.505
M-ROM 0.512 0.724 0.543

MP-ROM

10-days
prediction

task 0.538 0.743 0.557
M-RNN 0.55 0.691 0.543
M-ROM 0.577 0.723 0.575

MP-ROM

15-days
prediction

task 0.598 0.736 0.586
M-RNN 0.625 0.695 0.615
M-ROM 0.661 0.723 0.628

MP-ROM

30-days
prediction

task 0.666 0.726 0.635

MP-ROM model proposed by us has the highest average precision. Because MMoE and
PLE are more suitable for the model with complex task relationship, compared with the
Shared-Bottom mechanism of MP-ROM application, the data processed by multi-level
gated process will cause additional exposure loss and loss of valuable information,
resulting in the multi-task sharing mode with lower prediction accuracy than the Shared-
Bottom. Besides, the most models’ sensitivity is lower than its specificity due to clinical
prediction model is conducive to the tendency of more specificity’s improvement.

4.3.3. Model Ablation Results

Table 3 reports that, the average prediction accuracy of the MP-ROM model was
higher than that of the model ablation model during the 5, 10, 15 and 30-day prediction
tasks. The results showed that RNN alone was not ideal for processing dynamic data,
because dynamic data were distributed at a certain time point in the treatment process,
and RNN alone could not obtain robust representation of patient treatment process. After
processing dynamic information with neural ODE, the prediction effect can be further
improved by introducing Pearson calculation of task relation, which indicates that task-
correlation score can further improve the prediction performance by strengthening task
association.

4.3.4. Data Ablation Results

Table 4 reports the STAT, SC, SD models for data ablation and the average accuracy,
AUROC and F1-score of our proposed model (data complete) in the 5-days, 10-days,
15-days and 30-days prediction task. The average precision, AUROC and F1-score of
MP-ROM were better than those of other data ablation models, suggesting that the use
of all data is more conducive to the prediction of readmission. The MP-ROM improved
AUROC and F1-scores compared to the average precision of SD model, and the SC model
improved AUROC and F1-score compared to the STAT model, suggesting that medical
event and diagnostic sequence data played a positive role in the prediction of ICU
readmission within 5, 10, 15 and 30 days in this model. Compared with the SC model,
the average precision, AUROC and F1-score of MP-ROM were significantly improved.
And the prediction results of SD model were significantly improved compared with
STAT model, suggesting that the diagnostic and prescription information sequence
data played a positive role. It was proved that diagnostic and prescription information
sequence data played a greater role in the model than medical events and diagnostic
sequence data.

Analysis of the results showed that static patient information alone was the worst
predictor because static information was only a partial static attribute of patients admit-
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Table 4. 5, 10, 15, 30 days prediction task data ablation model and proposed model comparison.

Algorithm Task AP AUROC F1

STAT 0.251 0.578 0.344
SC 0.311 0.635 0.375
SD 0.363 0.719 0.445

MP-ROM

5-days
prediction

task 0.405 0.737 0.463
STAT 0.365 0.593 0.45

SC 0.42 0.632 0.459
SD 0.509 0.728 0.538

MP-ROM

10-days
prediction

task 0.538 0.743 0.557
STAT 0.423 0.599 0.51

SC 0.486 0.634 0.512
SD 0.574 0.727 0.573

MP-ROM

15-days
prediction

task 0.598 0.736 0.586
STAT 0.512 0.594 0.593

SC 0.56 0.63 0.597
SD 0.661 0.724 0.629

MP-ROM

30-days

prediction
task 0.666 0.726 0.635

ted to ICU and was poorly correlated with readmission. Patients’ diagnostic information
had the greatest impact on the predictive task, because these diagnostic codes were given
by doctors based on the patient’s current condition and were highly correlated with the
patient’s readmission. In addition, dynamic physiological measures of patients have
a significant impact on readmission prediction, because these dynamic physiological
measures are recorded during the patient’s ICU stay and are closely related to changes in
the patient’s condition, making them valuable information for readmission prediction.

4.3.5. Discussion

There are three major limitations in this study that could be addressed in future
research. First, since all dates in the MIMIC-III data set are shifted to protect patient
confidentiality, it is not possible to ascertain which patients are admitted after 2001 and
have at least 12 months of prior data, possibly leading to some incorrect values for the
number of ICU admissions in the year preceding discharge. Second, information from
clinical notes[48] is not included and the simplifying assumption is made that various
diagnose and procedure-related codes are available immediately at the time of discharge.
Third, the week interpretability due to the continuous processing of patients’ dynamic
data by neural ODEs is difficult to analyze the influence of patient characteristics on the
prediction effect.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a multi-task learning with Pearson and RNN-based neural
Ordinary differential equations Model (MP-ROM) to predict ICU readmission. Neural
ODE processing irregular interval sequence information is added into recursive neural
network as the bottom model.

In addition, the model uses Pearson correlation coefficient to calculate task cor-
relation score to enhance task sharing. The results showed that MP-ROM had better
characterization and was validated in a large open source MIMIC-III dataset, effectively
improving the predictive performance of ICU readmission.
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